BNFIX advisory firm creates a new division
“NEXT GENERATION EU by BNFIX ADVISORY”
to attract EUROPEAN AID FUNDS to SMB PROJECTS

Madrid, November 11th, 2020.BNFIX, an advisory company which specialises in professional services in the
areas of audit, legal, tax, advisory, labour, and human resources, is aware of
the needs of small companies and has created within its BNFIX Advisory area,
the division of:

NEXT GENERATION EU by BNFIX

ADVISORY

in order to offer Advice on National and European

Projects.
For BNFIX Advisory partners’ this division is
mainly addressed to
medium

businesses),

SMB

(small and

public

entities,

foundations and other associations, SMB
sized,

who

need

trusted

advisors

and

consultants to help them structure and carry
out the projects that could be financed by
new funds announced by the EU and the
Spanish Government.
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The EU’s own slogan “Think

Small First ,” emphasizes that the best

ones to give advice and coverage, are those who have shared
experiences, have known you for a long time and know about your
needs and projects. Without a doubt, we are the right firm to guide you
throughout this process.

This new division, recently created and headed by the
national partner BNFIX Advisory, is composed of more
than fifty professionals from different areas,
including lawyers, economists, auditors, experts in
labour law, IT, restructuring and refinancing,
internationalisation and corporate. This project
requires experienced multi-disciplinary and steady teams, characteristics
that have always been the hallmark of BNFIX.

BNFIX Advisory’s partners point out that:

“This project requires experienced, multi-disciplinary and

steady teams; these characteristics have always been a must
have in BNFIX, because our priority are the clients, not the
impersonal cases.”

This project has been organised in sub - areas, with people
responsible for providing and integrating, bespoke and
specialised services to each client, depending on the type
of organisation, private or public, size of the organisation and
sector, that would require our help.
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BNFIX

Advisory,

management

with

wide

experience

in

European

and with partners used to the legislative and

regulatory framework of the EU, with dedicated experts and proven track
record in SMBs and the public sector with the according size, state that:

“As a country, we cannot afford for our companies

to miss this opportunity, and because of our team of
specialists the areas we are interested in helping are
the SMBs, business clusters, interest groups,
technology and innovation centres, as well as
foundations,
non-profit
associations,
public
business sector entities, public utility entities,
among others, which for various reasons the large
corporations cannot and do not know how to reach,
and with which we are on a daily basis and are
aware of their needs and future challenges.”

From the international area of BNFIX, as members of the EME Steering
Committee of the international network DFK International, they have
already stated that:

“We are going to pay, of course, a lot of attention to

small and medium-sized business. They cannot be
left out or appear in a smaller section next to larger
projects; they need special care as they represent
more than 90% of our business network. This aid
must reach SMBs, and if anyone knows them well, it
is us, medium-sized firms, and offices like BNFIX .
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BNFIX has proven its solid commitment to supporting the economic
sector of our country by strengthening the restructuring, refinancing, and
insolvency areas, which have seen its experts multiply during the last year.

More information:
advisory@advisory.bnfix.com
(information and presentation of projects)
Tel. + 34 91 308 00 00 · Tel. +34 93 301 20 22
www.bnfix.com
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